
2.6 - Additional Information

This is a quick segment on a few things that we didn't cover yet, but are very useful for programming 
in general.  If you have questions, please email me this weekend at lenpelletier@gmail.com.  Or, come 
see me ASAP in case any of this stuff doesn't make sense.

Assignment Operators

This is mostly just some useful information to make your coding more efficient, but you might see this 
on exams as well.  

You use statements like x = x + 5 all the time, which means "add 5 to x."   These statements 
permanently modify the value of x.  To save space, you can use the shortcut assignment operators 
instead and write   x += 5.  There are assignment operators for all of the math operations:

Operation Shortcut Meaning

hp = hp + 10 hp += 10 increase hp by 10

hp = hp - 50 hp -= 50 decrease hp by 50

hp = hp * 2 hp *= 2 double the value of hp

hp = hp / 2 hp /= 2 divide hp by 2

hp = hp % 5 hp %= 5 replace hp with the 
remainder of when hp is 

divided by 5

And, Or, Not

In Java, just like in Scratch and Python, you can combine boolean statements using boolean operators:

Java What it Means Example

&& And if (x > 3 && y > 4)

|| Or if (age < 2 || height < 4)

! Not if (!found)

Examples

a&&b --  This statement is true only if both a and b are true.  If ether a or b is false, the whole  
     statement is false

a||b   --  This statement is true if either a or b is true.  It is only false if both a and b are false.

!a --  This statement reverses the truth of a.  If a was false, the statement is true.  If a was true,  
     the statement would be false.



Compound Boolean Statements

You can combine these statements.  For example, suppose a and b are both true.  Is this statement 
true or false?

(a && !(a || b) )

Try it out first and see if you can decide what it means on your own.  

How To Do It

Just like in math, you start in the inner-most brackets first.  This is the order you would figure this 
question out:  Do the red statment, then the blue statement, then the green statement, like this:

(a && !(a || b) )

Red statement: a || b  Since a is true and b is true, a || b will also be true.

Blue statement:  The ! will reverse the truth of the red statement.  So now that part is false.

Green statement:  Because of the way the blue and red statements turned out, the green statement 
now reads " a && false ".  Since both parts of an && need to be true, the whole statement will turn 
out to be false.

Order of Operations

Java follows BEDMAS, but there are other operations to consider as well.  Here is the order of 
operations:

Do First -------->  (1)   !, ++, --

(2)   *, /, %

(3)   <, >, <=, >=

(4)   ==, !=

(5)   &&

(6)   ||

Do Last -------->  (7)   =, +=, -=, *=, /=, %=

Brackets still come first.  Operators on the same line have equal order and are evaluated from left to 
right, just like in math.



Example

What will be printed by the following statement?

System.out.print (5 + 3 < 6 - 1);

Since + and - have precedence over <, 5 + 3 and 6 -1 will be evaluated first, and then the < will be 
evaluated.  So this goes:

  5 + 3 < 6 - 1
   8  <   5

  false

The end result is the value "false" is printed.


